JUDGE'S BOOK COVER SHEET

TRACKING DOG TESTS

Test Level (circle one)    TD     TDU    TDX    OTHER

Name of Club ___________________________ Date _______________________

Judge _________________________________ Total number of dogs to be judged ___________

Catalog Numbers of dogs entered in this test, including alternates and absentees
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Please attach to this Judge’s Book Cover Sheet The Tracking Test Report Form signed by the judge and a copy of the map/chart form for each track.

PROCEDURE FOR JUDGES TO FOLLOW

1. The course is to be charted by a solid line in two judges' books. One copy will be given to each judge who will mark the course taken by the dog with a broken line. He will also complete the data requested on the chart and then sign. A separate chart must be prepared in the same manner for each dog.

2. All absentees in this book must be marked by the judge.

3. The judge alone must mark this book. Under no circumstances can this be done by the steward or anyone else.

4. Do not forget to sign your name at bottom of each page to meet the certification that judging has been made in accordance with the above requirements.

______________________________
Signature of Judge